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BOB GUNDERSON

Fr. Gustave Weigel, S.J., eminent theologian and author, spoke as
the second lecturer in the Loyola Lecture Series before an overflowing audience in Bapst Auditorium Tuesday night, on"The
Individual in an Administrative Society."
To the audience's delight Fr. he was not frustrated if he did not
get what he wanted. Loyola the man
Weigel prefaced his lecture by saying that being a banned theologian was a schizoid, but he was thekind
has a certain distinction. At the end of man I would want to be."
of the lecture after a loudovation he Fr. Weigel said that this man
said, One thing I shall be able to achieved his theology in the textsay forever is, "I was not banned book of prayer and intense inward
in Boston."
contemplation. Loyola listened to
Beginning with the basic thesis the inward guiding spirit and he
that every man does live in a sociededicated himself to God's will.
ty, as a part of the society, and Loyola moved because the spirit
yet as an individual, Fr. Weigel told him to move.
vividly probed the problem of the
Continued on Page Four
individual and society as considered by St. Ignatius of Loyola, the
founder of the Society of Jesus.

NSA DIRECTOR ADDRESSES
SENATE ONby JOHN
STUDENTS'
ROLE
HIGGINS

The National Student Association (NSA) made its first official appearance at Boston
College this week. Vic Shacter, regional director of NSA delivered an informative
address to a joint session of the student senates of the undergraduate schools and
colleges Tuesday.
today's big game," he said, adding has "bent over backwards" to open

Shacter said that students should
be active in educational, national
and international affairs and that
NSA provides a meansfor students
to be active in a significant way.
"We are closest to education ourselves," said Shacter in pointing
out the present and future responsibilitiesof students to theeducational
communities.
"But as students we are part of a
somewhat narrow community, concerned with tomorrow's exam or

Randall Jarell, English Professor
Will Lecture On Frost's Poems

"A poem of Frost's "will be the
subject of Randall Jarrell's lecture
at Bapst Auditorium on March 14,
at 8 P.M.
According to Time Magazine,
Randall Jarrell has judged Robert
Frost in this way: "When youknow
Frost's poems you know surprisingly well what the world seemed
to one man... to have this whole
range of being treatedwith so much
humanity and sadness and composure, with such plain truth... to
see that a man can still include,
connect, and makehumanly underFR. WEIGEL
standable... so much-this is one
"Loyola did not quarrel with the of the freshest and oldest joys."
concept thatthe masses, thosebelow
In a lecture in 1955 Jarrell sugthe elite of the Baroque period,
not a golden, but
should stay that way, since society gested that this isage.
"gold-plated"
a
"Most of our
way."
had told them to stay that
literature," he complained, is inFr. Weigel further stated, " Loyola stant literature, ready-mixed literahad the dream of conquest of the ture, easy, familiar, instantly recholy land. It was impossible. Thereognized thoughts... already agreed
fore, he chose the whole world to upon, instantly acceptable atticonquer. He dreamed colossally." tudes."
"Loyola, a realist, saw he must
In many types of art Mr. Jarrell
live in poverty. Poverty, oh yes, has found that many people are
but in security. When the Jesuits willing to sop up this age's baby
founded the Society it was a rule food. "A great many people are
that they must not ask for money. perfectly willing to sit on a porcuSince then they have changed." pine, if you first exhibit it at the
"Loyola stoodfor intense,person- Museum of Modern Art and say it
al inwardness, yet at the time, subis a chair." Jarrell said, "In fact
mission. He stood for tenacity, yet there is nothing that somebody

by

BOB GUNDERSON

won't buy and sit in, if you tell him
it's a chair."
John Logan in the Saturday Review said of Jarrell, "...he is a poet
who, more than any other American easily brought to mind, assumes supremely well a central
responsibility of art: the conjuring
of spirits."

that as future citizens students are up channels for the expression of
minority groups within the Asso-

important in "community involvement. "

NSA is concerned with academic
freedom, federal aid to education,
curriculum and faculty rating and
other matters pertaining to educa-

ciation.

In answer to a question from the
floor, the NSA representative told
the group that such groups as

Young Americans for Freedom
(YAF) have been invited to express
their views within the Association.
He said that the liberal point of
REPRESENTATIVE STATUS
view, associated with NSA is subject to the criticisms and suggestions
Shacter pointed out that one of the of the conservative elements of the
of
is
represent
main aims
NSA
to
Association, which are now beginthe views of future citizens in order ning to exert influence on NSA
that these views be considered and policy.
acted upon by current national
He added that NSA has no politiand international leaders.
cal philosophy as such, but only
The policies of NSA and the views seeks to represent student opinion.
of the Association are not to be
regarded as the total viewpoint of LOCAL MEASURES
all American students. Instead,said
NSA acts as a service to the memShacter, NSA is the largest, and ber colleges in managing their inmost representative confederation ternal affairs, he said. The advice
of students in the United States. and aid of the Association and its
Member colleges, he said, are not members is available to the inbound to sub-scribe or endorse divual members, if the individual
every policy statement of the Assomembers solicit this aid. Thus the
ciation. The Association acts upon common experienceof the members
the policies passed at the annual is shared by all in such matters as
NSA congress, and are subject to academic freedom, added Shacter.
review and revision by member
colleges.
Membership in NSA willbe further
discussed by the individual senates
and by the Campus Council. Eddie
MINORITY VIEWPOINTS
O'Brien, President of the Council
Shacter assured the senators that was chairman of the meeting Tuesthere is room for minority points day, and introduced Shacter to the
of view in NSA. He said that NSA group.

tion," he said.

RDLaocser.MFCn or

LexingtoPost
CSocmhitoel

by MICHAEL GREENE
RANDALL JARELL
Author of"A Sad Heart At The
Supermarket" and "Poetry and the
Age," Mr. Jarrell is professor of
English at the Univ. of North
Carolina.

DR.SMcNALY UCCESSFUL
IN SCHOOL COMMITTEE BID

"We were not clobbered, we were
annihilated," said Dr. Vincent McCrossen regarding his defeat this
week for election to the Lexington
school committee. "The progressive, extremist group and high taxes
have won."
Our group represented a reform
movement created to protest
against over-lush and over-expensive extremist schools," he said.
"We came into existence when our
taxes were raised 200 to 400 per

all of the conservative candidates
were Birchers. I am not and never
have been a member of the John
Birch Society."
When asked about his connection
with the American Opinion Speakers Bureau, Dr. McCrossen said:

"Three things must be kept separate. The John Birch Society, rbe
American Opinion Magazine,
which I consider one of the good
Continued on Page Four

cent."
"Our group was made up of five
or six good, solid conservatives,
the polls convinced many people and we were supported by lots of
to vote for me."
little people hurt by the tax increase.
Dr. McNally feels that "at the I had been a conservative leader
present time, an imbalance exists for many years and at first I was
between the emphasis Brookline the only voice raised against this

Dr. Raymond McNally,.professor

of History at 8.C., was successful
in his bid for a Brookline School
Committee post Tuesday. Dr. McNally plans to upgrade the social
science and humanities curriculum
in the Brookline School System in
the same manner that the math and
physical sciences program was reoriented after Sputnik.
Many B.C. students campaigned
for Dr. McNally. Upon his victory
he said, "I owe the victory in large
part to the B.C. students. I could
never have done it without them.
The enthusiasm of the students at
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places on humanities and that
which it places on technology. We
must not make the mistake of duplicating the faults of the Soviet
educational system _in trying to
duplicate their technological advances. We must not forsake the
Western heritage and tradition of
the importance of man as man for
DR. McNALLY

irresponsible spending."

"As of the middle of last week our
reform group had won," he said.
"However, Lexington is controlled
by a 450-member hard core unit
united with the usual professional
politicians. This hard core unit
brought in outside help from' New
York."
the newer Russian ideal of man as "These people called thousands by
number."
phone and spread the story that

DR. AAcCROSSEN
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KuznetsD
Prof elivers
LCecnturiaOlGrowth

SOCIETY FOR INDECENCT TO NAKED ANIMALS

SINA

Fulton Society

On Saturday, March 9, the Fulton
Debating Society will sponsor the
Centennial Debate Tournament as
its part in the celebration of B.C.'s
hundredth anniversary.
Over 120 novice debaters, from
some forty colleges and univeirsitites,
will compete in two divisions for the
eight trophies which will be awarded.
Twenty-five learns are entered in
style
the four-man, conventional
division, while fifteen two-man teams
will debate in the "switchsides"
division. There will be four rounds
of debate on the national intercollegiate topic
Resolved: that the
non-Communist nations of the world
should join in an economic community.

507 Fifth Avenue
New York, N. Y.
Charles Yossarian
Yossarian's
Decency '
hereby
is
extended
If/0 membership in

J£JJ£

Holds
Debates
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Clifford Prout President £
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Professor Kuznets summarized the general characteristics
of modern economic growth in
the developed countries that his
last ten years of study have uncovered.

Schools from nine eastern states
will be represented. Included among
the participants will be Harvard,
Princeton, Holy Cross, Vale, Amherst, Bates, Lasalle of Philadelphia,
Trinity, and Dartmouth. Also expected to attend are the state universities of Maine, New Hampshire,
Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut, and New York.

Rev. Charles F. Donovan, S.J.,
Dean of the School of Education and
Vice-president of BC. will give the
welcoming address at 9:30 a.m. in
Campion Hall. The first round of
debate is scheduled to begin at 10
a.m. The Centennial Tournament will
close with the presentation of awards
at 5 p.m.

, rotesting
ProickuetsP
LFaidrys't Horses
Nude

G. Clifford Prout, president
of the Society for Indecency to
Naked Animals, has announced
SINA's latest efforts in the campaign for animal decency.
SINA members will march
from Baltimore to Washington
and picket the White House.
The demonstration will serve a
two-fold purpose: to support the
President's physical fitness program, and to protest against
Mrs. Kennedy and daughter
Caroline for riding nude horses.

Although members of the First
Family have been discrete enough to
do most of their riding in private,
the 50,789 members of SINA feel
that the continued practice could be
detrimental to general public morality.
SINA, a four-year old organization
Students from the B.C. Law School
founded by Mr. Prout's father, is
will serve as judges for the debates;
dedicated to the philosophy that
St. Columkille's School, Brighton,
since wf humans, biologically aniwill supply the timekeepers.
mals, accept the social custom of
Phil Knauf, chairman of the wearing clothes, animals, too, should
tournament, is assisted by John
Raedel, Mary Louise Liston, Patricia

Oampana, Lana Mehling,- John Dimond, and Ralph Fox.
Anyone interested in hearing the
debates is cordially invited.
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McLean, Bonnie
McLoud, Theresa

Second Honors

Berg, Barbara
Blaguszewski, Edwina
Doherty, Sr. Mary Eamon
Car le
C

KeX?
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Kraft,' Paula* °

Crowley Mary
Curran, Cathleen
Daley, Dlanne
Deegan, Anne

Dennis, Catherine
Dunn, Gordon
Gallo, Phyllis
Howley, Eileen
Langhans, Denis
_Madore, Barbara
Maier Linda
Mills, David
Monterisi, Carol

'
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Faherty, Sheila
Gherson, Joan
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Any attempt to generalize about
our present era is faced with the
fact that we are in the middle of
it, and it is difficult to determine
trends. After the lecture, Professor
Kuznets answered qustions from the

audience.
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In March, the Chess Club will sponsor a University Championship open

to all students. All interested call

LA 7-7954 and ask for R. Pouliot.
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Aherne, Maureen
Maureen
Browne, Deborah
Caldicott, Mary
Carluccl, Angelo
Cole, Robert
Finn Mary
Fisher/ Wanda
Hughes, Helen
Leary, Jeanette
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Malonson, James
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Mannix, Linda
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YOU CAN TRUST
day, every day protection! It's the active deodorant for
active men...absolutely dependable. Glides on smoothly,
speedily...dries in record time. Old Spice Stick Deodorant
most convenient, most economical deodorant money can
buy. 1.00 plus tax.

G"!do, Wanda
Lakis, Dorothy
Lam nd Ka,her
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"T
°
Levine, Mark
'"
rd
marf
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Mazzotta, Janice

Lord

87.9%

Old SpiCe Stick Deodorant... fastest, neatest way to all-

Delany, Frances
Gaspari, Clare
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Barry, Sheila
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Genova, Rose

Riha, Kathleen

Third Honors
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First Honors

Longobardl, Marilyn
McCarthy, Margaret
Montague, Jean
Murphy, Maureen
O'Donell, Geraldlne
Ortenzl, Mary
Rawson, Sharon
Ridge, Barbara
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Koledo, Alicia
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Tepper, Marylou
Welch, Elizabeth
Wlsneski, Ann

Second Honors

to 87.9%

interested in

mer of invigorating activity and

Castanza CBA '66, and Sterling
Smith, A&S, '66.
The first place team was Brooklyn College, led by U.S.C.F. Master,
Raymond Weinstein- Boston College,
led by team captain Smith, placed
18th in the field of 28 teams, with
a score of 2V2
31/2, winning 2,
losing 3, and drawing 1. In total
game points, they won 9, lost 10,
and drew 5. All in all, the showing
was considered good for their first

Wri9nt'

jL.n
2£2l?van
2Z&if
S«

Curley, Thomas
Murphy, Margaret
Roddy, Clare

Webster, Arthur

Carr, Elizabeth
Clark, Kathleen

Carol

CLASS OF 1965
FirS HonorS

Kutz, Eleanor
Lindner, Noreen
Magllo, Ursula
Moran, Eileen
Nldzgorskl, Frederick
O'Brien, Kathy
Ottlng, Sr. M. Josanne
Ritterbush, Carol
Rogers, Frederick
Sardelllttl, Ann
Slkora, Diane

Barrette, Carolyn
Blair, Judith
Burke, Celine

°
SSL
EEIZi.
ey
?"

91.9%

Applicants

O'Donnell, Mary
Richardson, Anne
Stevens, Sally
Sullivan, James M.
Sweeney, Linda
Thornton, Eleanor
Trudel, Patricia
Woidylak, Sally
Wol,f Harold

,.?.
Rosser, ~,William
88 0/0 to

Essays are to be not less than 100
words or more than 10,000 words.
SINA President Prout will personally
select the winning entry, which will
be published in a forthcoming issue
of SINA's official house organ.
The winner will be invited to visit
SINA National Headquarters in New
York, where he or she can observe
the typewriters and telephones of
SINA in action, warning the world
to clothe all its animals.
Entries should be mailed in a
plain envelope no later than midnight, May 15, 1963, to: SINA, 507
Fifth Avenue, New York 17, New
York.

The findings from his quantitative study show that the rate of
growth of real product per capita
for the past 100-150 years has been
very high, and very sustained- Such
growth has been the result of the

Dr. Kuznets pointed out that on
the international level we are in
the first period in world history in
which the advanced countries have
the power to be in close contact
with other parts of the world.
Growth in the modern world has
spread in a sequential manner and
inequality is maintained because
many countries started from a
lower base.
"The epochal innovation that
characterizes our modern economic
era" Prof- Kuznets said, "is the expansion of science and technology."
Growth has been dependent on the
addition to basic scientific knowl-

LisDEdeutcanoOS'FhrfSl emester

~ %VrZ
MuiSSS'
Brlen,

Riley

LlSton, Mary LOU

Third Honors
Angellni, Bruce

Over the Christmas holidays, the
Boston College Chess Club sent a
team to the National Intercollegiate
Team Chess Championship. This is
an annual team tournament sponsored by the U.S. Chess Federation
and the Inter collegiate Chess
League of America- This year's the
largest tournament in the history
of the event, included teams from
Boston to California and from
Canada to Puerto Rico.
B.C. sent a four man team consisting of Ray Pouliot, A&S, '64,
Richard Clchelli, A&S, '66 Gordon

Murdock, Mary

92.%

be permitted to share our propriety.
SINA is concerned mainly about
dogs, cats, horses, cows and other
domestic animals that stand higher
than 4 inches or are longer than 6
inchesAnother tactic in the great crusade
is an essay contest, open to all citizens of the English-speaking countries. The theme will be "Why I
choose to be a decent person."

have resulted in rapid human adchanges in the style
and patterns' of life, the economist
asserted.
justments and

Chess Club In Tourney

..

CLASS OF 1964
First Honors

The Centennial Lecture Ser- expansion in skills and technical
ies presented Professor Simon knowledge.
Kuznets who speaks on the This growth has resulted in numerstudy of economic growth. On ous structural changes both from
industry, and within
Feb. 28, in the Brett Conference agriculture to
industries themselves. Such changes
Room.

-

?

By Dick Ward
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Charles Playhouse
Repairs Fire Damage,
Conducts Fund Drive
The Charles Playhouse, Boston's
Resident Professional Theatre, is
currently conducting a fund drive
to repair severe damages caused by
a fire on February 22. Damages are
estimated at $100,000.
Performances at the theatre have
been suspended indefinitely. The
current production, "Oh Dad, Poor
Dad, Mamma's Hung You In The
Closet And I'm Feelin' So Sad,"
which was playing to capacity audiences before the fire, will be resumed as soon as theatre damages

are repaired.
The Charles Playhouse is a non-

profit educational institution. It has
been presenting significant classic
and contemporary plays in its unique three-sided arena stage theatre
for the past six years. The Playhouse missed its first performance
on February 22 due to the fire.

To restore the theatre, donations
from the public are urgently needed
and should be sent to the Charles
Playhouse, 76
Warrenton Street,
Boston 16.
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McCormack Discusses Personal
Experiences in Bay State Politics

The

Boston
College
Chapter,
Young Americans for Freedom will
present Mr. Robert Welch, Founder
of the John Birch Society and Editor
of American Opionion, on Wednesday evening April 3 at 8 p.m. in
Roberts Center. The topic for Mr.
Welch's speech will be "In Just Ten
Years." Tickets will be on sale, $2
and $1, beginning next week in the
Eagle's Nest in McElroy Commons.

Former Attorney General Edward
J. McCormack will speak in the Murray Conference Room on Wednesday, March 13 at 4 p.m. He will discuss various aspects of Massachusetts Politics in relation to his own
political experiences, including the
field of Civil Rights and Civil Liberties.
The program is being sponsored
by the Boston College Chapter of
the Americans for Democratic AcThe Ethical Problems in Business tion.
Seminar of C.B.A. will present a discussion on "Sales and competitive
Tactics" on Monday, March 11 at
the Seminar Lounge in Lyons Hall.
The discussion leaders will be the
Most Rev. Thomas J. Riley, Pastor,
St.
Peter's
Church, Cambridge,
Mass., and Mr. Edward Gallagher,
Manager, Boston Better Business
Bureau. All are invited and admission is free.

EXECUTIVES MAKE A
DECISION!
/wjT«J

<

H

with the toss

\tfr $200

..

..

one
Colorful two-sided Dart Board
side for Executive Decisions, the other
side for Stock Market Decisions. 8"
square, V2" thick fiber board, handy
hook for hanging, complete with standard dart. Ideal for office or fun gifts
just $2.00 each; 2 for $3.45. Deluxe
model framed in oak $4.25. Volume
prices on request.

Mail coupon today to:

PRODUCTS UNLIMITED

Division of Dansidon, Inc.
618 Little Bldg., Boston, Mass.
Yes, send me:
D Standard executive decision maker
\u25a1 Deluxe
Payment of
is enclosed
Name
Address
State
City
Quantity

Edward McCormack, Jr.

Born in South Boston, Edward J.
McCormack attended Colby College,
the U.S. Naval Academy, and the
Boston University School of Law.
At B. U. he was the editor of the
Law Review and graduated at
the top of his class. Since 1953, he
has been actively engaged in politics, having served five years on
the Boston City Council, and four
years as Attorney General.
As Attorney General, McCormack
was the first in the nation to establish a Division of Civil Rights and
Civil Liberties. In this respect, he
was instrumental in securing legislation which helped to curb abuses of
unrestricted wire tapping. Further,
using the broad powers of the Attorney General to protect the public interest, he established an Advisory
Consumer Council and set up a Division in the office of the Attorney
General, again a first in the nation.
Other speakers to be presented by
the A.D.A. this year include Former
Rep. Sumner Z. Kaplan, now Executive Director of C.O.D. on March
27; Dr. Ben Selling April 3; and H.
Prof, of History,
Stuairt Hughes,
Harvard University and Independent
Candidate for the Senate in 1962, on
April 25. All students are invited
to attend these lectures.

..

The perfect setting for your
enjoyment of greater New York.
Just 15 minutes from Times
7 /fl
smart Fifth Avenue Shops
Square
\u25a0
Theatres. Only one block from all
H
subways and Long Island R.R.
H
I
Accommodations are spacious, modern and B
400
comfortable, all with private bath and shower. H
rooms
Suites with serving pantries available. Radio \u25a0
A
AmP' e parking facilities.
\u25a0
suites
MAIN DINING ROOM-features delicious \u25a0
American-Continental cuisine.
M
GRANADA CIRCULAR BAR-provides for pleasant \u25a0
relaxation.
af
FAMOUS GRAND BALLROOM-plus 7 other \u25a0
impressive Banquet and Meeting Rooms.
1
Enjoy a refreshing, new perspective
Surprisingly
at the GRANADA, where Continental
moderate
charm is reflected in all appointments
rates
I
and services.
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from the contact with something
sacred. This may be a thing good or
evil, as long as it arouses the imagination to a feeling of awe. Some
poeims are directly about this original encounter; some are transformed."
"On the other hand, the secondary
imagination is interested in beautiful and ugly forms," he asserted.
In closing, Auden noted "the question which is often asked (and it's
a damn silly one): 'Whom do you
write for?' Well, every author hopes
his work will be read by a reader
who will say; 'This book was written
for me".
"Of course, I can also write occasional poems," he continued.
"For example, If I spent a few
years at Boston College, I could
he asserted.
The poet, the Professor of Poetry write a poem for graduation that
at Oxford (an honorary title, the would make you all laugh. But it
highest one that the university be- would be totally incomprehensible
stows on a man of letters) character- to someone from Holy Crossl"
ized the artist as a craftsman. "But
art is distinguished from other
crafts. The artist doesn't know what
the thing is going to be until it is
finished. And actually, a poem Is
never finished, it is only abandoned."
Auden made the interesting observation that "poetry has to employ
the language used for a hundred
other purposes, while painting and
music have their own special tools.
This confusion of the role of words
may be the reason that many people don't understand poetry."
He gave an important place in his
poetic theory to the distinction between the primary and secondary
imaginations. "The primary imagination is interested in what is sacred,
not in what is prophetic. The origi- Prof. John F. McCarthy and poet W.
nal impulse to write poetry comes H. Auden

"All art objects should be
anonymous. The biography of
an artist may be interesting, but
it will never tell us anything
about what he produces," declared W.H. Auden before a
crowd at
standing-room-only
Bapst Auditorium last Thursday.
Auden?introduced by Prof.
John F. McCarthy of the English Department as a man in
the "front rank of English and
American poetry"?began the
evening with an affirmation of
his faith in the New Criticism of
LA. Richards. "Self-expression
belongs to the life of action,"

FBanquSetuAliwvanrd eatures

SpeakBDernJ.Jrao.,hnJr.

The College of Business Administration will hold its seventh annual
Sullivan Award Banquet on March
28, 1963. The Sullivan Award is presented each year, at this dinner, to
a senior in CBA who in the judgement of his classmates and a faculty
committee is considered outstanding
in character and achievement.
The guest speaker will be Dr.
John J. Brennan, Jr., Vice president,
Treasurer and a Director of Electronics Corporation of America. Dr.
Brennan graduated from Boston College, and received the degrees of
Master of Business Administration
and Doctor of Commercial Science
from Harvard Graduate School of
Business Administration.
The banquet will be held at Val-

Time Flies

268 Ashland Place, BROOKLYN, N.Y.

UNDERCLASSMEN
The "Sub Turri" Centennial Volume is for you! !
This is not a yearbook, but a
history of your school designed
for your future reading and enjoyent.

Limited Edition! !
Order your copy now at Eagles
Nest or McElroy 101.

?

St. Patrick's Day Is Near
Start Celebrating Early
Enjoy the Party on Wheels

'

.

le's Steakhouse on route 9 at 7:30
p.m. A social hour starting at 6:30
p.m., to which the faculty has been
invited will precede the banquet.
John M. Conners, Jr., of Dedham
is Banquet Chairman. Other Chairmen include: John A. Pasquale,
Publicity; Dennis Farrington, Tickets; Carl Cyr, Program; and William Harman, Dinner Chairman.

to

NEW YORK CITY
BUSSES LEAVE CAMPUS FRIDAY, MARCH IS
11 :30
12:00 and 1:00 p.m.
9:30?10:15?11:00
RETURN FROM NEW YORK SUN., MON., TUES. NIGHTS
?

$

10 00 per Person Round Trip
Tickets on Sale Now at
"Eagles Nest"
?

ALL STUDENTS AND FRIENDS ARE WELCOME
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Eight Country, Centennial Tour Lawyers!-Law Institute Of European Studies
Offered To Faculty And Students Info. Tomorrow Announce Application Deadlines
Boston College is about to embark
on another "first" in conjunction
with its Centennial Year. Under the
direction of Rev. AnShur M'cGiMvray,
S.J., and Edmund Connelly, A&S '63,
a student faculty sponsored tour of
eight European countries is being
planned. The tour will leave Boston
on Thursday, June 20, and return on
July 19.
Included in the numerous landmarks to be visited are Blarney
Castle, Trinity College, and the

Sweepstakes offices in Ireland; Trafalgar Square, Buckingham Palace,
Scotland Yard, St. Paul's Cathedral,
and Windsor Castle in England; the
University of Heidelberg, the Balck
Forest, and the Rhine Falls at Schaffhusen in Germany; and the monastery of Einsiedelen and its famous
Black Madonna in Switzerland.
In Italy they will visit the beautiful island oity of Venice, the Meddci
chapels of Florence with their Michaelangelo masterpieces, Rome, and
Pisa with its famous cathedral and
tower,

The Boston College School of
Education chapter of the Council
Children

Exceptional

for

will

sponsor a conference on Saturday,
March 16, in Campion Hall. The
theme will

be

"The Trainable

Retarded Child in School."

Fr.Weigel...
Continued From Page One

"He had his guidance frooi the
Church and accepted the spirit of
the Church as coordinated with the
spirit within himself and on he
would move. He truly solved the confMct between the society and the
individual for his day."
'Today we cannot Imitate this man
separated from us by four centuries.
It is not our cup of tea. Today society becomes strong only when It
is strong enough to follow the guidance of the Inner spirit of the Individual.
"Finally, then, Loyola's principle
is applicable generically, but not
specifically, since the specific is
Catholicism and today we live in a
post
Catholic world. Generally
then," said Fr. Weigel, "the unity
and uniqueness of the spirit of God
is dynamic in both society and the
individual."

-

DM
r. cCrossen...
Continued From Page One

conservative magazines, and the
American Opinion Speakers Bureau."
"The Speakers Bureau handles
speaking engagements for conservative lectures. It has no connection
with the Birch Society. It is published from a separate address."
"Out of the ninety to one-hundred
speakers who are represented by the
Speakers Bureau I do not know of
any who are Birchers," he satid. "In
reference to my statement that the
Harvard school of Education is the
sewer of Ha-rvard, one would have
to know the context."
"During the candidates' meeting
about half the night was spent by
Aldermen discussing sewers. I have
a great respect for Harvard in most
areas but the School of Education
is not the real Harvard. It Is the
sewer of Harvard."
Dr. McCrossen ended by saying,
"My defeat is sad for the children
of Lexington who will now find it
harder to get through college and
for the taxpayers who will now have
to bear the heavy burden of local
taxes."

The Ford Hall Forum will bring
some of the nation's foremost fig.
ures in the arts, science, religion,
education and government to Its

platform for the Spring session
of its 55th season at Jordan Hall,
30 Gainsboro Street, Boston.
The nationally renowned Ford
Hall Forum programs are free
and open to the general public,
and are held Sunday evenings
beginning at 8:00 p.m. with Superior Court Justice Reuben L.

Lurie

as

Moderator.

Monaco, Aix Provence, and

Avignon will be stops in France before the tour readies Paris on July
16. There will be three days of
sightseeing in Paris before leaving
for Boston July 19.
The cost of the tour is $711 per
person, which covers the jet transportation and most other anticipated expenses. Air transportation
from Boston to London, and Paris to
Boston is available .separately at
$332.
The tour is open to all Boston Col-

The Boston College Law School
will sponsor a Pre-legal Institute
on Saturday, March 9. The Institute, held periodically, is designed
to supply information and assistance
to those interested in becoming attorneys, and is open to all college
upperclassmen and graduates.
Registration will take place at
9:45 A.M. Discussions and films will
follow, highlighting all facets of a
career in law
Guest speakers will include James
P. Lynch, Jr., '49, Thomas F. Murphy, '57 and Douglas J. MacMasters,
Jr. '58.
No reservations are necessary to
attend the institute. All participants
will be luncheon guests of the
school.

The Institute of European Studies
has announced new admissions procedures and application deadlines
for its academic year programs in
Vienna, Paris, and Freiburg, and
West Germany.
Application periods for all three
programs opened officially on Monday, March 4.
Deadlines for applications have
been moved from June IS to June
5 for the programs, beginning next
f ugust and September
The Institute's program at the
University of Vienna combines English-taught liberal arts and general
studies courses, intensive German
language instruction, regular German-taught university courses for
those competent in German, and
loge students and faculty, and mem- supplementary lectures and seminbersof Iheir immediate families. ars. It is open to juniors and sophoBrochures describing the trip in mores. There is no language remore detail are available in Gasson quirement.
110, CBA Registrar's office, Nurs"Das Deutsche Jahr" program is
ing Guidance office, and Education's conducted for juniors only at the
Registrar's office.
University of Freiburg. It stresses

political science, philosophy, literature, history and German. Tutorials
have been added to aid U.S. students in preparing for classes and
examinations.
The Paris Honors program admits
outstanding
juniors and a few
sophomores. It emphasizes contemporary European studies and offers
qualified students opportunities to
study at the University of Paris and
other Paris schools. All classes are
taught in French
A folder describing the programs
and listing requirements is available
from the Institute of European
Studies, 35 E. Wacker Drive, Chicago
1, 111.

If yau can do cartooning of the
editorial type, the Heights offers
you a chance to express opinions
in dr'awiing every week. Please
bring samples of your work to the
Heights office in McElroy 102.

THE BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES
SALUTE: TONY DIGIOIA
Tony DiGioia (8.5., 1960), in less than two years, became
supervisor in one of the Test Centers in the Plant Department of Pennsylvania Bell. He manages fifteen people
who are responsible for the installation and repair of
5o,l)00 telephones in the area.

Tony should handle his present assignment with his
thoroughness, when you consider his first two
assignments. Shortly after starting work, he proved his
customary

capabilities by organizing a completely new microfilm
filing system in the Engineering Department. And, later,
he set up engineering practices covering many phases of
the engineering operation.
Tony DiGioia and other young engineers like him in
Bell Telephone Companies throughout the country help
bring the finest communications service in the world to
the homes and businesses of a growing America.

(A)

BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES

PeacCorpsmnC
on ampus
For Ten Busy Weeks of Training

CafChAroagnwreds:Good

EdH&?iteNoigrehatwls?Cheered

The "Heights," continuing in its
tradition of dedicated public service, has undertaken a vast poll of
student opinion on two vital issues. In
order to settle the controversies
the
campus over
sweeping the
changes in the "New Heights" and
over the changes proposed in the
"New Heights" in the philosophy requirements, the polls have determined the consensus of your classmates that you may no longer be
confused about what you should
think.
First of all, you should like the
"New Heights". Not only will this

by JERRY KILEY

Fifty-four young men and women
from more than twenty-five universities last week inaugurated Boston
College's first peace corps training
program.
The average day for a student begins at 7 a.m. with an exercise period in Roberts Center and ends at
10 pjn. after a community development seminar. In between there are
9 to 10 hours of language and social
instruction.
The thirty-seven men and seventeen women volunteers have been
selected for a community development program in Lima, Peru, where
already more than one-hundred
Peace Corps members are working.
Directing the project is Rev. John
Y. Driscoll, S. J., who is on a temporary leave of absence as dean
of the School of Social Work.
He has just returned from a brief
tour of Peru where he found most
of the population living in "abject

5
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poverty, under the most appalling
health and sanitation conditions. An
example of this is Lima, where
400,000 Indians have recently moved
to the city. They are squatting in
slums
called 'Barriades';
these
areas have no sewerage or running
water."
Fr. Driscoll said the trainees will
be divided into teams which will
work to improve both the social and
physical welfare of the people. They
will include nurses, social workers,
(Heights' Photo by Ted Lawson)
architects, and engineers.
Following the ten week course at
of Lemoyne
BC, the volunteers will go to Puerto Fr. Daniel Berrigan, S.J.,
University, read and gave a running
Rioo for three weeks of survival
explication of his poetry Tuesday
training and
language
intensive
night in Murray Conference Room.
study.
The young poet received Harvard's
seventy
professors
More than
from
Lamont Poetry Award in 1957.
BC, Harvard, Vale, Brandeis," Simby BRIAN CONLON
mons, BU, and MIT, plus a number
of specialists in community developThe Boston College Sodality prement are involved in the training
sented Professor Robert William,
program.
who delivered the second of a series of lectures on the minority
group relations in the United States,
on Monday, March 4.
The title of Prof. Williams' lecture
The winner of a unique book re- was "The Doctrine of Racism".
competition
view
will receive a sumProf. Williams stated that the main
mer editorial job with a major New principals of this theory are: that
York publishing firm. Salary, board race is the primary determiner of
and winner's round-trip traveling ex- the differences among people, that
penses will be paid by the sponsor, the races are unequal, that the crossGrosset & Dunlap, Inc., publisher of ing of the races is biologically harmthe Universal Library.
ful, and that culture is equal to race.
The competition is open to all None of these can be proved by
current undergraduates of accredi- scientific evidence,.
ted colleges and universities in the
The source of this theory is the
United States. It will run from intense nationalism which arose in
March 15 through May 1.
Central Europe after the French ReThe review of not more than 500 volution, particularly in Prussia.
words must be based on one of the
The writer who first developed this
twenty-five Universal Library paper- theory
was the French Count Arthur
backs specified by the publisher.
dc Gobineau who first stated that
There will be twenty-fice second the blond Nordic
was superior to all
prizes of twenty-five Universal Li- other whites.
Wagner, the composer,
brary titles each and twenty-five took this idea and put it in his
third prizes of ten Universal Library operas.
titles each.
The only thing which Hitler added
The winner of the grand prize will to this concept, when he came to
regular
be a
member of the Grosset power, was the idea of the central
and Dunlap editorial staff for nine place of
the state.
weeks, from July 1 to August 31,
However, Germany was not the
1963.
only racist state. In the late nineRules and information can be ob- teenth
century, France began to betained by writing to "Book Review", come racist as is shown
by the
Grosset and Dunlap, Inc., 1107 Broad- Dreyfus
Case. Britain became racist
way, New York 10, N.Y.
during the Victorian Era.
In the United States, the ideas of
dc Gobineau were well received by
those "Christians" who wanted a
moral excuse for their slave holding
and resulted in the passage of the
Immigration Laws which discriminated against those from Southern

WilaG
ms ives

?Racism? Lecture

Publishing Firm
Offers Contest

DISTINCTIVELY
DIFFERENT
AMERICAN-MADE
POCKET STAPLER

LIEUTENANT JERRY HOLLMAN, PH.D. IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

| WfHMW I

"If I had it to do over again,
would I take Army R.0.T.C.?
You bet I would, and I'll tell you why. Army officers live
better than I expected. Take me. At the Army Signal
Research Lab in Fort Monmouth, I get a chance to put
my engineering background to good use. I keep on top
of new developments. The experience is terrific, and it's
going to pay off whether or not I stay in the Army. From
Fort Monmouth I can go to a play in New York one
weekend, and visit Washington the next. On my officer's
salary I can afford it. Of course I have an active social
life on post, too. Officers' club. Parties. Dances. You name
it. My advice to you is this: if you have only two years
to go for a commission, get it. Once on active duty,
you'll be mighty glad you did."

ONLY

$
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WHITE FATHERS

Fr. Donald Murphy, a White
Father, will be in McElroy 120 on
Wednesday, March 13 from 2 to
1:30 p.m. to answer inquiries
about the work and life of the
White Fathers.
One of the Fathers' apostolates
is carried out with Moslems of
North Africa and the Negroes
south of the Sahara.

2-$6.50 6-$lB.OO

World's first pen-sized stapler. Beautiful,
precision-made, chrome finished pocket
stapler that's not only unique, but extremely useful. Comes complete in plastic case with one thousand staples.
Guaranteed by the factory against defective materials and workmanship.

PRODUCTS UNLIMITED

Division of Dansidon, Inc.
618 Little Bldg., Boston, Mass.
Name
Address
City
Quantity

Europe.

State

Enclose your gift list, and we will drop ship
this item for you. We will also enclose a
signed card.

Mon. thru Fri.
4:00 Music P.M.
5:00 Studio A
6:00 News/Weather
7:30 Opinion
7:45 News/Weather
11:00 News/Weather
Mon.
6:15
6:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
10:00
Tues.
6:15
6:30
8:00
9:00

make us happy, but it will keep you
in good with one hundred and fifty
six habitues of the Eagle's Nest, that
hot bed of intellectual life. They
a.l liked it. Among the reasons for
their happiness are the increased
number of feature articles and
sports stories, and on all-around professional appearance. Ed Nottage,
C.B.A. '65, asserted that the "New
Heights" had duende
Four students did not like the
changes. Their reasons were questionable. A near-sighted student who
must bend his nose close to the
page commented "It smells," (which
it does) and that the ink rubs off.
The other three commented on the
lack of individuality in the new
size and texture of the paper.
The editorial criticizing the program of philosophy produced varying reactions involving much disparity of opinion. Fr. Adelmann, S.
J., head of the Philosophy department, is reputed to be in favor of
the student interest. Clint Hyer, president of B.C.'s Philosophy Club
feels that, "The attitude of resentment generated by required philosophy courses stifles any interest
which the student might originally
have in them."
Most students feel that some of
the points of suggested revision
should be adopted. Epistemology,
logic, and ethics were especially subject to criticism. Ed Meffan, A&S
'63 said that "That Seniors should
be given a free elective, preferably
in modern philosophy.
A dissenting opinion was registered
by Ed O'Leary, C.B.A. '63; "I do not
feel that I am ready to attempt
to understand any conflicting philoophy until I have gained a complete
understanding of Tbomistic Philoso#

phy."

The majority of students interviewed, agreed with the editorial, expressing general discontent with the
philosophy program as it is now offered. "A change is needed. It was
certainly consoling to see someone
propose a positive plan for improvement, instead of reiterating the old
line of 'make philosophy an
tive.", said Hugh Weisman, A&S elec'65,

PhilospyClub

Nietzche
Discusses

The Philosophy Club held the first
in a series of seminars on Freiderick
Nietzche's "Thus Spake Zarathustra"
on Tuesday, March 5.
As an introduction, Fr. Leo A.
Riley, club moderator, outlined the
main tenets of Nietzche's philosophy:
the Anti-Christ, the Will-to-Power,
and the Übermenseh or "Superman."
A discussion of Nietzhe's philosophical inheritance followed.
The next seminar, on Tuesday,
March 12 at 4:20 p.m. will treat the
first two parts of "Thus Spake Zarathustra".

W.V.B.C.
PROGRAM SCHEDULE
Wed.
6:15
6:30
8:00
8:30
9:00

To be announced
Jazz
History of the U.S.S.R.
Interlude
Centennial Symphony

Interlude

Thurs.
6:15
6:30
8:00
9:00

To be announced
Folk Music
Stage Door
Centennial Symphony

To be announced
Folk Music
History of the U.S.S.R.
Centennial Symphony

Fri.
6:15
6:30
8:00
8:30
9:00

To be announced
Jazz
Soviet Literature
Interlude
Centennial Symphony

Washington Reports
Jazz
G.U. Forum
Misty Music Hour
Centennial Symphony
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A Review:

BOSTONESE

ANTIGONE

by Michael Greene
Franklin Fair

Barnett

The Franklin Fair Assn., Inc. has
had its charter revoked because of
irregularities in its reports. Theoretically the organization could reorganize (change its name) and then
receive permission to continue racing. But with the entire state
looking forward to a visit from
Frank Sinatra and Dean Martin the
investigation will probably continue.
Two real movie stars- Even the
House of Un-American Activities
couldn't wish for more. Maybe Frank
and Dean will even sing a few num-

"Go Mississippi", the lively campaign song of Gov. Ross Barnett
has been adopted as a new state
song. The Mississippi House of Representatives appropriated $2300 for
distribution of the song throughout the state. It was rumored that
Elvis Presley planned to run for

by Jack Sweeney

Clement A. Riley has been replaced
by Paul Menton, a state representative from Watertown. Riley was given
bers.
a job on the State Parole Board.
The track is producing two real While Gov. Peabody made an intelmovie stars and several real come- ligent move in replacing Riley who
dians. One of them, a Mr. Charles did not always observe the legal

..

The mainstay of Hollywood has
been to take best selling works of
fiction and freely adapt them for
the screen with the hope that their
titles alone will sell them.
Having sufficiently mutilated most
of the world's great novels film
producers are now turning toward
other forms of literature for their
great epics-

Clem Criminologist

niceties when revoking licenses, it
would be nice to think that there
are expert criminologists on the
State Parole Board. If Clem Riley
follows the same policies as when
he was registrar not very many
people will be leaving our jails.
Mr- Menton has a difficult job ahead
of him but if he manages to avoid
Textbooks
governors and seeking
insulting
Two southern newsman recently headlines he cannot help but do a
published a report showing how ex- better job.
treme right-wing political groups
Revisionists
like the Texans for America, the
Daughters of the American RevoluThe Chinese communists are retion, and the White Citizens Council vising the language. They recently
publishers
have forced
into rewriting accused Chairman Khrushchev of
some history- Textbook publishers giving
into adventurism and capitulacannot afford to print regional texts
they provide
because of the rising printing costs. tionism. Now and then
the world with a laugh. Soon the
When a crackpot group like the United States will be receiving the
D.A.R. puts pressure on the publish504th serious warning for infringing
ers they are forced to change the on China's borders.
text. There have also been isolated
attacks on social studies books in
Books and More Books
local New England communities.
For those who have read YoungPerhaps children will soon be learning that the Daughters of the blood Hawke by Herman Wouk and
American Revolution are the enjoyed it or even if they disliked
it there is a much better book out
fathers of our country.
subject. If you can
The geography books in both on the same
ignore the cover and the dull title,
parochial
and public grammar Clem Anderson by Y. C. Cassill is
schools still teach the story of the
tropic and temperate zones, a theory one of the best written books to
year- It is available
which was disproved over thirty come out this
in paperback and well worth the
years ago- Perhaps when someone
$.95 it costs.
gets around to revising them there
And speaking of covers
some
only
will
be the American zone.
ingenious person should publish an
entire book of paperback covers.
Nursing Homes
Some of them are more interesting
A special legislative study com- than the books. There is a fascinatmittee is investigating the con- ing cover to be found on a
ditions of Massachusetts nursing novel titled Catalina by Somerset
homes, many of which have been Maugham. Anyone looking at it
called substandard. Senate Head would
immediately
decide that
John Powers has said that all welfare Somerset is a dirty old man. Howchecks will be examined to see if ever the book is boring.
they were signed by the same perOne cover which is actually good
son. There seems to be some is the one on Catcher in the Rye.
money
evidence that
has been taken Holden stands there looking like a
from the elderly patients and poor,
bewildered Sherlock Holmes.
that checks have been signed and If only Dr. Watson had
gone on
patient's
cashed without the
knowl- to psychiatry. It is a difficult cover
edge. The Boston College school of to forget
even if one does not spend
Nursing has been surveying the his entire life
making up defenses
nursing needs of patients in the for
J. D- Salinger.
Massachusetts homes and other colThe covers which could easily
leges plan to scrutinize the nursing
take the award for the worst ever
homes.
produced are those found on a majority of science fiction books. The
illustrators obviously never bother
The Junior Class opened ticto read the books and they merely
draw a few ugly squiggles in the
ket sales Tuesday for the Kings
hope that this will pass as art.
ton Trio Centennial Junior Week
Another good book to read and
one which will solve the mystery of
Concert.
Yossarian whose name can be found
The initial twenty-five rows
on a great many desks is Catch 22.
This large, undisciplined, sprawling
were gobbled up by eager Junnovel contains some of the funniest
iors. Other classes also participaand sharpest satire written in the
last twenty years. The book laughs
ted heavily in the sales as the
at war, at the farmers, at capitalism,
take exceeded $2500. Tickets will
and at almost every contemporary
custom of our confused society.
daily
be sold
from 12-2 p.m. in
Yossarian, the novel's hero, will
the former phone room in Mcleave you with something to write
on desks too and you will never
Elroy Commons.
forget the other characters.

by Neil Hurley

.

Governor of Tennessee. Why doesn't
he go to Mississippi instead.

Carson has testified that he placed
a $100,000 government bond under
his rug and later, when he peeked
under the rug, it was missing. He
managed to find it in a safe deposit
box in Albany N.Y. however.

FifthTCe olumn

Creon surveying the bodies of Antlgnone and Haemon
Irene Papas
Manos Kafrakis
Mario Kontou
Nikos Kazis
..Ilia Livikou
T. Karousos
John Arghyris
Byron Pallis
......T. Moridis

Antigone
Creon

Ismene
Haemon

Eurydice

Teiresias
A Sentry
A Messenger
Chorus LeadeY..

The slow, heavy cadence of a
Greek Tragedy moving to an inevitable conclusion has been caught on
film in George Tzavella's Antigone,
now playing at the Fenway Theatre.
Sopohcle's portrayal of Oedipus'
daughter, Antigone follows the dictates of her natural, religious law
and tries to give ritual burial to her
slain brother against the orders of
King Creon. The play is followed
closely by the director and Antigone
is played with great power by Irene
Pappas.
However, faithfulness to the
tragedy implies unfaithfulness to
the demands of the cinema. Modern
audiences will find the long poetic
speeches tedious, the pace -slow be-

cause the ancient form is so alien
to our present art forms.
Making a film based on another
art form usually tends in one of

two directions: that taken by Antigone or Phaedra. The first is just
a film of the play, with most of the
beauties of the original and some of
the faults. The second used only
bare hints of plot from the play and
was turned into a good movie, not
a film of a good play.
The chorus, the elders of Thebes,
as in Sophocles interpretation, play

a large part.

Students of Greek Tragedy will enjoy this version, flavored with intelligent and appreciative direction and
powerful acting.

Showing with this is a Russian
short in color. Although mostly short
in humor, it provides an interesting
glimpse into a modern day Russian
white-collar worker's life. Color it
pink-

UGLY AMERICAN
by William Franz
The touring American is regularly
and validly looked upon by foreigners as an obtuse creature, interested
more in photographing than in appreciating a cultural artifice.
Our people is dominated by a spirit
of pragmatism stemming, at least
partially, from a Protestant ethic
which exalts work as man's ideal activity and material welfare as the
external manifestation of accomplishment.
From childhood he is conditioned
to regard individual success as a
primary goal; throughout his educational period the need for a mechanical mentality is stressed again and
again by educators who raise science
to a plane of divinity; his adulthood
is climb for recognition and a
quest of status symbols; his life is
a spectrum of the material and

.

tangible.
The effects of this have not been
altogether unfortunate; some have
been, indeed, highly beneficial. But

it is these that have been overem-

phasized by every disciple of the
Certainly,
cult of "progress".
America has made scientific advances far beyond the dreams of
our forefathers. Certainly, America
has the highest standard of living
in the modern world. Certainly,

America

has

cured

disease, pro-

longed life, and erected a fortress
of might and liberty for its citizens!

But, in the process, have not these
citizens lost something which cannot be measured in dollars or
graphed on progress reports? Have
Americans lost the ability to feel?
In exploding our sciences to in-

credible proportions we have sacrificed an essential prerequisite to a
mature and timeless cultural heritage
sensitivity. America has become a habitat of the "literalminded" those to whom only the
material has reality.
The paintings of the Cubist and
Fauve Schools are laughed away as
"ridiculous" merely because they
abstract reality; second-rate landscapes are preferrd because they
are "real". Enigmatic poetry is condemned while the recitation of
"Trees" becomes an almost sacred
heritage. The historical novel becomes the most important form of
fiction, whereas many works of
solidity and meaning are viewed as
esoteric or simply "dull."
Those seeking the upper rungs
of the ladder, yet without the sensitivity to form their own opinions
are to be found most often in the
worlds of art "collecting" and
theatre "attendance". And it is
these, far too many in number, who
throw themselves at the feet of the
theatre critic and at whose feet, in
turn, the theatre manager throws
himself.
The theatre critic, and with him
the motion picture reviewer, has
found himself in the position of ultimate judge, having the power to
deal the death blow or bring overnight success to a production with
a few well chosen words.
It is certainly true that the newspaper critic usually has the training
and experience to pass a more accurate and authoritative judgment

-

Vincent Price has made a movie
of Poe's "The Raven" with Peter
Lorre in the title role, and last
week it was announced that Chuck
"The Rifleman" Connors has obtained the rights to, and intends to
star himself in "The Confessions of
Saint Augustine."
There are still untold works of
literature available to producers and
if the trend continues don't be surprised to see some of the following
on your neiborhood screen.
Federico Felline directing Marcello
Mastroianni in a tale of Roman Society, "Apologia Pro Vita Sua."
The story of a young orphan and
his dog, Troy Donahue and Lassie
in "The Hound of Heaven."
Tab Hunter plays a young doctor
who comes in conflict with society
over his attempts to find a cure for
the deadly disease, "Areopagitica".
Civil War in the Arabian desert,
"Rubaiyat of Omar Khayam" with
Charleicn Heston as Omar, Sophia
Loren as "Thou," and Tuesday Weld
as Ruby.
Rock Hudson as an Italian cafe
owner and Doris Day as an Ohio
schoolteacher vacationing in Rome
in "The Divine Comedy."
Melina Mercouri and Tony Perkins in the story of a rising young
Greek lawyer who falls in love with
a lady judge in Aristotle's "Politics".
Boris Karloff plays an English scientist who wanders through London
looking for survivors of a nuclear
blast in "The Domesday Survey."
The reputations of two school
teachers are ruined by rumors and
scandal in "The Spectator and the
Tatler."
The old West lives again when
Ben Law and his four lively sons
protect their land from Indians in
"The Spirit of the Laws."
A spy thriller set in the Middle
East with Yul Brynner as a Communist spy and Tony Curtis as a
secret service man who try to break
'The Code of Hammurabi"
John Keats story of life in a girl's
school, "Eve of Saint Agnes."
And less anyone is still not sufficiently revolted by these prospects
there is also the possibility of Vince
Edwards as Dr. Einstein in "The
Theory of Relativity" and Bing
Crosby as Thomas Aquinas in a film
version of the "Summa Theologica"
directed by Ingmar Bergman.
on the art form than does the av-

erage patron. It is also true that
the astromonieal theatre rates are
a factor in deterring the average
patron from taking a haphazard
guess in choosing his theatre entertainment. But while both arguments
are valid, they hardly justify the
decadence of individual opinion
which has enabled the theatre critic
to control his reading public like
marionettes.
No critic of any stature would
look upon himself as an infallible
norm. Neither would he wish to be
considered as such. The final critical
judgment of any art lies with the
beholder. But the average American
refuses to judge for himself.
This has been evidenced in the
New York newspaper strike. Plays
began to fall left and right after
only a few weeks. The openings of
many new dramas and motion pictures were postponed, not because
audiences would not know of the
event (special entertainment guides
were broadcast over all remaining
media) but because their favorite'
critics were not there to nod and
say, "yes, it's all right. You may go."
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THE INTERCLASS SKITS
Photographed by Al Young
The School of Education Interclass
Skit competition was originated seven
years ago for the purpose of fostering
class unity. All writing, direction, and
production must be done by the
students of the School of Education.
A board of judges composed of two
faculty members and a former alumnus judges the skits according to
unity of theme, class participation and
originality of music, writing, costumes, staging and makeup.
This year's winner was the Junior
Class who took as their theme the
celebration of the founding of a
ficticious college Bueno Collo. They
also were the winners of last year's
skit competition.
Judges for this year's competition
were Dr. Pierre Lambert, Miss
Margaret Kenny and Miss Alice
McDonough Ed. '62.
Junior
Jim Ryan,
Marilyn Coughlan,
Angela Allard
El Collo, charter forging founder, and amorous "friends".

Senior
Dede Broderlck
Jim McGahay
"Quasi, Is it true you can go for seven days
without water?"

Sophomore
Joe Condon
Timothy Mahoney
"Not now, Bobbie, I'm making a speech."

Sophomore

Senior
"We're naughty, but we try hard to be nice."
Three lovely ghouls, Marilyn Marcou, Judy Magner,
and Bonnie Curtin, (Homecoming Queen?)

spa«\**

Janet Ryden
Ellen Gordon
"All you think of are men and boys, pay more attention to
the other things in life."

*****

.

Freshman
boys
w«"

Freshmen

j/?,
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Readrs OuComment

RENAISSANCE
We of the Young Democrats read
The latest report of the Carnegie Corporation, authored
by the educational foundation's president, John W. with tongue-in-cheek enjoyment
the "expose" of our organization
Gardiner, and issued a fortnight ago, offers some engagby Messrs. Sweeny and Hurly in
ing commentary on society as a whole and on that the issue of 15 February.
microscopic society which is of immediate interest to us: First, it is not true that our
president, Kevin Boyle, supported
Boston College.
In the report, entitled "Renewal in Societies and Men," Republican John Volpe in his unsuccessful bid to retain the guMr. Gardiner contends that as societies and organizations bernatorial throne of the Commature, they become "less flexible, less willing to look monwealth. Apparently the "Infreshly at each days experience." When actions become quisitors" feel that an absence of
fixed and routine, an elaborate set of rules evolves. "In support for Endicott Peabody
implied support for
the final stage of organizational senility there is a rule automatically
the Republican candidate.
or precedent for everything. Someone has said that the
Second, "the Inquisitors", in
last act of a dying organization is to get out a new and what now appears to be typical of
enlarged edition of the rule book." In such a decaying their fashion of journalistic accuracy, neglected to spell my last
society, new ideas are frowned upon: "Eccentric experi- name correctly, with an "c." I
mentation and radical departures from past practice are have done likewise with theirs.
ruled out."
Third, it seems pointless to note
Mr. Gardiner's solution to the problem is not to stop that the Young Democrats' Consucceed
the process of maturing, but to halt that maturing which stitution forbids officers tocapacity,
themselves in the same
merely
gaining
ways
consists
of
more firmly established
for this directive has been strictly
of doing things. "In the ever-renewingsociety what matures observed by all concerned.
is a system or framework within which continuous inFourth, we wonder what possinovation, renewal, and rebirth can occur." The field of ble connection "the Inquisitors"
fact that our
science is an example of such an operation within a fixed find between is the
Constitution yet unratified and
set of rules to uncover new ideas.
the erroneous allegation that we
have not determined the amount
of dues which we collected in our
October, 1961 membership drive.

The ever-renewing society is aware that it is always
growing older. "It knows that it is always producing deadContrary to what Messrs. Sweeny
wood and must, for that reason, look to the seed beds." and Hurly would like theirreaders
Moreover, this society leaves room for vigorous criticism to believe, the Boston College
within the system: "It knows that from the ranks of the Young Democrats, through our
treasurer,
Weber, can account
critics come not only cranks and troublemakers but for every Bill
penny of income and
saviours and innovators."
outgo.
Fifth, again contrary to what
Stressing the role of education in building such a society,
Mr. Gardiner concludes that much education today is these gentlemen of thepress would
their readers to believe, the
"monumentally ineffective." Obviously, to attain an ever- like
Young Democrats have had two
renewing society, we must develop in our young people meetings this year. In addition to
the habits and skills which enable them to grow and its October meeting, the Club held
change throughout their lives. Therefore, we must stop a meeting in December, just prior
thinking of"the mind as a storehouse to be filled rather to the State Convention of ColYoung Democrats Clubs.
than as an instrument to be used." In the discussion of legiate
Incidentally, the fact that this coneducation, the author mentions as a primary obstacle a vention was held at Boston Colproblem which we explored in a past editorial: the failure lege was brought about through
of so many students to work to their full capabilities. the efforts of our "inactive" presiAs we said at the beginning, much of what Mr. Gardiner
says can be applied not only to the nation but to this very
campus. And this is not a problem which only may be considered; it must be considered. For a good many societies
"have gone to sleep because they failed to understand the
challenge that was undeniably there."

dent, Kevin Boyle.
All in all, however, we of the
Young Democrats failed to find
that "breath of scandal" by
Messrs. Sweeny and Hurly very
amusing, if for no other reason
than its negligible content of fact.
The article could best be described
by saying that it had all the
hilarious overtones of a rainy
Sunday afternoon in March.
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To The Editor:
Congratulations to Mr. Augusti-

ni for his excellent reappraisal of
the required philosophy curriculum at B.C. It is significant that
this was one of thefew Heights editorials within my recollection,
which has approached constructive criticsm with concrete and
consise suggestions.
There is, I believe one major
weakness in the proposed program. Freshman, entering college
with no background in philosophy, would be overwhelmedby a
sudden exposure to Thomistic.

Furthermoresuch an introduction

to philosophy would hardly inspire in the freshmen any genuine
interest in the subject and would
probably lead to the same hostility which is presently felt toward
"four years of philosophy".
Instead of metaphysics I feel that
the first semester course should be
an introduction to the problems of
philosophy, incorporating those
features of the present epistemology course

which deal with the

general questions treated in
philosophy. The purpose of such
a course would be to present to
the student approaching philoso-

phy for the first time an indication of the type of discipline in
which he will be working, the
matter which historically has been
the subject of philosophy, and the
opinions of certain philosophers
on these questions. Thus the
student will be better able to understand and appreciate the an-

Congratulations to the "new
Heights" for wanting to change for
the better. The extra news, sports,
columns and picture features area
great improvement. The editorials
are more logical and interesting
than the ambiguous dull ones
that appeared during thelast year.
Now if you could only put a little
life into the regular features and
Tower to Town you'd have a
great newspaper.

Finally, if we are going to renovate our philosophy curriculum
to the skeletal extent suggested by
Mr. Augustini, what need is there
in supplying'other courses for the
remaining two years, courses
which can in no way provide the
student with a better understanding of any of his other liberal arts
courses. In the last two years the
student may as well devote himself to underwater pottery making
for all the good he will derive
from the history of philosophy
courses proposed by Mr. Augustini. The man who comes to college
to spend four years studying
philosophy will in all likelihood
pass some additional time on his
own pursuing these interests.
By all means let us streamline
the philosophy curriculum if there
is no other way to sustain the
students' interest, but let us not
bail out the water from the scuppers only in order to see more
clearly that we may drill holes
below the freeboard.

Gregory Morris

B. Valentine Neville

swers which Thomism offers.

Thomas G. Hughes Jr.
A.S. '64'

To The Editor:

A&S '64

To The Editor:
Sincere and hearty congratulations! A stupendous achievement.
A real newspaper at last. And a

one-day deadline - unbelievable.
But we of the preceding generation labored long and arduously,

under conditions which are now
almost ludicrous by your standards, to publish our Heights. So,
even though envy oozes from our
every pore, we must raise our
feeble voices against the label of
insignificance.
I was up to here in wistfulnostalgia reading your first new edition.

Edward J. O'Brien

Editor-in-Chief, 1934-35

To The Editor:

With regard to Mr. Augustini's
article of March 1, 1963, entitled
"A New Look" we would like to
point out with your permission
several instances where we find
Mr. Augustini's statements lacking in one aspect or another.
As far as uniting metaphysics
and rational psychology into a
one year course is concerned, it
can by no stretch of the imagination be viewed as true progress
when those individuals not in the
honors program who arecapable
of coping with the same condensation are not permitted to take
advantage of such "streamlining."

To the claim that the core of
Thomistic Philosophy can be
taught in two years we would
reply that this is absurd, for not
even after the regular four years
of philosophy is completed can
any student claim that he has an
understanding of the core of
Thomism, and we defy our dear
Features Editor to find a B.C.
student presumptuous enough to
claim this distinction.
The dialogue which Mr. Augustini mentions sounds more like a
monologue when he mounts the
podium. His avoidance of the
major objection advanced when
the shortening of the philosophy
curriculum is mentioned, is due
to more than studied care; it is a
feat worthy of the best saboteur
and one which would give rise to
pride in any sophist's heart. The
majority of individuals have
never considered beforehand the
manner in which they know, and
the value of Logic in preparing
the mind for higher speculation
is an incontrovertible fact.

To The Editor:
I have heard much criticism of
Mr. Grady's recent article in The
Heights and undoubtedly much of
it has been seen by others in the
same publication. I will not try
to defend Mr. Grady but it seems
that there are certainly points in
his exposition which call for deep
reflection on the part of those
individuals who so recently arose
from their usual lethargy to attack
him.
First of all, in Mr. Grady'srather
discontinuous article three points
appear to be major ones: whether
a Christian shouldbe a combatant
or a pacifist in the imminent world
war; that very few Americans,
especially students, realized the
total significance of the Cuban
situation; and that the modern
army as manifested in the Boston
College R.O.T.C. program is neglecting to instill in our soldiers a
Christian respect for life.
It must be recognized that the
question is not one of whether
B.C. should do something about
the R.O.T.C. program, whether
there will be a world war, or
whether Americans should be
worried about Cuba. The problems which Mr. Grady does bring
to the fore concern the individual
in at least two cases and thus
their solution rests with the individual. It is up to each citizen
whether he will concern himself
with the Cuban situation and it
is up to each Christian whether he
will fight or not.
The concept of the Christian
soldier is not self-contradictory
and I do not believe that Mr.
Grady, as some seem to think,
has said that it is. Quite obviously
we are dealing with two different

orders, the spiritual and the material, even if the question of
Christian soldiery is a moralone;
the American soldier does his
fighting in an entirely different
sphere than the soldier of Christ.
Re-reading the article, it is fairly
obvious that Mr. Grady has made
a judgement about the R.O.T.C.
which is a highly personal one.
I would suggest that Mr. Grady is
more acquainted with the literature than with the spirit of the
Reserve Officers' program.
As one who knows Mr. Grady I
can only conclude that his association with non-American cultures
has robbed him of the patriotism
which the American Catholic
normally has as a part of his
moral armor.

Norbert Sheldon
A&S '64

.
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Les Alliance
More Progress

PROFESSORS AS POLITICIANS

by James Unger

bErnyestZupancic
This week our favorite campus
newspaper discusses several professors' campaigns for elective office. This is an especially interesting subject because these men are
joining one of today's most interesting and in my opinion,
encouraging movements - the
invasion of government by the
academicprofession.

Of course no one has ever declared government "off limits" to
university personnel. A select few,
like Princeton's Wilson, have
cracked the barrier. But the postKennedy exodus from Harvard
and M.I.T. to thenewCambridgeon-Potomac marked the first real
assault on theprinciple ofacademic non-interference in public affairs. Since then H. Stuart Hughes
has had the temerity to challenge
the Massachusetts Senatorial Establishment; another group campaigned to "send a scientist to
Congress;" and now local elections are witnessing this influx of
new political talent. These efforts
met with varying degrees of success at the polls, but all have
significance to the extent that they
represent a most healthy trend.
American society faces enormous
crises and earth-shakingchanges.
At every levelof governmentlegislators and administrators are

.

THE CINEMA-

Astor: The Longest Day, with
an all star cast of over fiftyAmerican and international personalities, remains a top box office
attraction. Considered by many
as the best effort as a war movie,
it was adapted from Cornelius
Ryan's best seller.
Coming some time next month
is a new Judy Garland effort,
I Could Go On Singing.

.Janet
Beacon Hill: Keir Dullea and
Margolin gaveexcellent per-

formances in David and Lisa,
one of the few productions doing
well without spectacular backing.
Boston Cinerama: The Best of
Cinerama culls some of the most
spectacular scenes from all previous presentations into an enjoyablefilm with much action.
Brattle: Continuing its survey of
Russian cinema, The Forty-First
will be shown Friday and Malva
Saturday. Included will be Russian short subjects.
Gary: The fact and much fiction
account of Lawrence of Arabia
enjoys a long run. Action, the
main substance, is ably demonstrated in such figures as Anthony
Quinn, Jose Ferrer, Claude Rains

.

.
.

.

and Arthur Kennedy.

Keith Memorial: Under the dir-

ection of Robert Mulligan, To
Kill A Mockingbird portrays the
bitterness and pathos which results when a young Negro is
accused of attacking a white girl.
An excellent production.
Loew's Orpheum: Despite the
glamor and lure of Hawaii, Diamond Head fallsflat in characterization. George Chakiris and
James Darren support Charlton
Heston without whom it would be

.

.

disasterous.
Saxon: Nominated for seven
Academy Awards, Mutiny on the
Bounty continues with Marlon
Brando. This is only one of a
number ofAward nominatedfilms
appearing at Sack theaters.

being called upon to make critical

decisions. Yetan unwrittennational law seems to say that the most
promising minds should go, not
into government, but into universities - for research and for
teaching. Thus decision-making
is relegated to whoever is left
over.
Now no one seriously questions
the value of research -practicalor
pure - or education. Society requires both for continued progress. On the other hand, society
now requires the best possible
decision-making as well. Lord
Keynes once mentionedthecultural lag between thefirst conception
of a theory and its final statement
by a government leader. Professors do theirbest to eliminate the
lag through education. Perhaps
they should consider whether they
could not do even more if they
actually participated in the decision-making process.
I am not arguing for a mass
descent on Washington by an

of eager academicians,who
have leftbehind a nation of empty
classrooms and deserted laboratories. Our complex democratic
system of government is characterized by a large number of
centers of power. Bundy, Rostow
and Schlesinger might havefound
army

.
.

travel a necessary consequence of
government service. Others might
discover a job to be done much
closer to home and requiring
much less time.
This should not suggestthatprofessors in power represent thebest
of all possible worlds. College
professors have particular skills.
Political life often demands very
different talents. No one will ever
replace the vast majority of today's public servants, whose skill
lies in their ability to balance the
conflicting claims of the diverse
groups within society and thus
produce legislation suited to the
needs of society as a whole.
Like most theses this one has had
to be hedged about with a number
of qualifications. What finally
emerges representsno panacea for
the nation's ills. All it is, is a
suggestion that perhaps the
Groves ofAcademe areconcealing
a reservoir of talent that could
find better employment in some of
the nation's many Forums. Ifthis
suggestion does not produce a
generation of philosopher-kings,
it will at least be true to another
teaching of classical Greece - that
in a democracy the citizen can do
no better than aid the governing
of the state.

TTOWER OWN
by Sheila Sullivan

THEATERColonial: The stay of Tovarich
has been extended until Saturday.
Vivien Leigh, in a rare stage
appearence, stars in this bright
Russian comedy.
Loeb: In aproduction suggested
by Chaucer's "The Clerk's Tale,"
The Pageant of Awkward Shadows will continue until Saturday.
Presented by the Havard Dramatic Club it is written by Thomas
Babe and directed by George
Hamlin.
Shubert: A farce about contemporary life and values, My
Mother, My Father and Me is
here for one more week.

.

CONCERTS AND RECITALS-

.

Boston Conservatory: Kiss Me
Kate, an old Cole Porter favorite,
will be presented at 31 Hemingway St. tonight and tomorrow
at 8:30.
The Boston Conservatory Fenway Series will present a concert
of Bach, Stravinsky and Shubert
tonight in the Concert Room, 26
The Fenway. Alfred Schneider,
violinist and Wilfred Churchill,
pianist will be featured. Free.
B. U.: On March 12 the University Symphony Orchestra will
present a program at the Concert Hall, 855 Commonwealth
Aye. with Richard Burgin conducting. The major work will be

.

.
.

Beethoven's "Emperor" Concerto

in E Major, opus 73. Free.
New England Conservatory: A
concert of vocal and instrumental
music will be presented on March
13 at 8:30 in Jordan Hall. Featured will be "Requiem," a composition by Daniel Pinkham, a faculty
member, on the death of Leopold

Stokowski's brother.
Sanders Theater: A joint concert
by the Harvard-Radcliffe orchestra will be given tonight at 8:30.
Featured will be Lily Dumont,
pianist.

..

Symphony Hall: Coming for a
one day concert March 17 are
the Vienna Choir Boys.
EXHIBITIONSBoston Public Library: A display in the Open ShelfDepartment,
lower lever on Ireland will run
until March 31. Included also
are original line drawings by
\u25a0George W. Scully, a member of
the library staff.
Three floors up and across the
Channel is a display of prints
and drawings of English country
towns and landscape by Robert
Austin. No comment this season.
.B. U: At the University Art
Gallery, 855 Commonwealth
Aye., there will be an art exhibition by faculty members until the
16. Free.
LECTURESBoston Yoga Center: A discussion of Yoga and Psychotheraphy

.
.
.
..

will be given at 1112 BoylstonSt.
by Marcia Moore tonight at 8 p.m.
Free.
42 Brattle St.: Color in Design
will be discussed by Joseph Ferguson, a stained glass artist, tonight at 8:30. Slides of medieval
and modern stained glass will be

shown. $1.00
B. U. Concert Hall: Education
students interested in vocal rehabilitation will find a lecture on
such given by David Blair McClosky tonight. It will be illustrated by tapes and motion pictures.
8:15 p.m. Free.
FOLK SCENE-

Donnelly: A program of Irish
folk songs will be presented by
the Clancy Bros, and Tommy
Makem on the 15. $2.00 - $4.00
Hotel Touraine: At the Sable
Room the "Wyndigos"willappear
Sunday from 6:30 on. A fine new
group, they will soon cut their
first album. They will appear in
concert at John Hancock Hall
shortly.

Certainly one of the most hearlded programs which the
Kennedy administration has undertaken is the so-called
"Alliance for Progress." That the Alliance concept has
great appeal is undoubtedly true. One can scarcely quarrel
with its aims, which, as President Kennedy enunciated
them, are to create a situation such that "basic education
will be available to all, hunger will be a forgotten experience, the need for massive outside help will have
passed, and most nations will have entered a period of
self-sustaining growth." Yet, the translation of ambitions
argues, a greater flow of much
aims into concrete impleneeded private capital can be
mentation has been congenerated and the Alliance
siderably more difficult
strenthened.
than the bright-eyed planWhile agreeing upon the necessity of improving the business
ners and Madison Avenue
climate, the minority, headed by
publicists who launched the
Rockefeller, has argued for
Alliance had believed that aDavid
"get tough" policy in respect to
it would be.
the lending or granting of funds.

While most of the governmental
aid which we promisedhas indeed
been delivered, it has only infrequently been channeled into programs designed to build up a
developmental base within the
recipient countries. All too often,
rather than stimulating "progress" our capital funds have performed little more than a holding
operation by means of which
rapidly

weakening currencies

have been stored up and shaky
government regimes have been
supported. The comprehensive
development plans which the
South American countries were
to draw up have too often been
empty shells devoid of real purpose. The political, social and
educational reforms which were
originally seen as prerequisites
for eventual self-sustaining development have been noticeable for
their absence. Thus the thrust of
the alliance has been largely defensive in its direction,rather than
assuming the forward looking
posture which was expected of it.
What has been evenmore alarming has been the disinterest and
distrust with which private investors, here and in Latin America,
have viewed the Alliance. A recent
report to the President by a group
of businessmen with financial interests in Latin America, thereport
of the CommercialCommittee for
the Alliance for Progress, pointed
out that currency problems regressive tax policies, the dangers
of expropriation, and the spread
of Castroism are all combining
to severely limit investment. Indeed the capital of wealthy U.S.
corporations and Latin American
landowners has been leaving the
country at an alarming rate. It
has been estimated thatrich South
Americans have deposited over
$11 billion abroad, while foreign
investors are flying the countries
as well. The Yankees are going
home; and, paradoxically
enough, many Latin Americans
are deeply disturbed by the
prospect.
Clearly something needs to be
done to revitalize the entire Alliance program, especially as it
applies to private investors. For
without a sound expanding base

of internal and external investment any progress will be essentially illusory. The majority viewpoint of the Commercial
Committee suggests that the U.S.
step up its aid to an even greater
extent with important concentration on "infrastructural investments" such as roads, schools,
and hospitals. It further urges the
U.S. to undertake an extensive
program of investment guarantees to insure private investors
against the threats posed by such
things as seizures, war, and currency devaluations. By reducing
the risks and acting to increase
prospective returns, the majority

Pointing to thelack of activity on

the part of the Latin American
countries themselves, the Rockefeller group suggests thatwe grant
capital only when the recipient
countries give concrete evidenceof
a willingness towork. As to investment guarantees, it was pointed
out that this mechanism will do
little to foster investment by the
South Americans themselves such internal investment must,
however, be considered essential.
While it may be difficult to accurately determine the correct approach which should be undertaken, one feels more sympathy
with the proposals outlined by
Mr. Rockefeller. There is little
question that the private sector of
the economy must be more
definitely emphasized as an integral part of theAllianceconcept.
But to do this simply by increasing
our governmental grants, and
guaranteeing-or more accurately, subsidizing-foreign investment seems to beg the essential
question. Until the peopleof Latin
America themselves are ready to

work for reform and have the
confidence to invest in the future
of their own nations, it is a bit
premature to attempt to force developmental processes on them.
Any such attempt will certainly be
doomed to failure. We must tell
the South Americans that it is
time for less "Alliance"-by which
they mean U.S. gifts-and more
"Progress"-by which we mean
hard work.
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UNSEEN

by Charley Molloy

by LARRY LARSON

Last Saturday night the B.C. freshbasketball team completed
their first undefeated season when
they stopped the B.U. Frosh 81-69.
This was not the easiest of the fifteen victories the Eaglets have had
With the pro baseball spring camps in full swing and the this year. The Terriers hung on ten
Grapefruit League season ready to make its debut tomorrow, one points behind throughout the entire
gets
feeling of spring (even though New England weather game.

man

AND ONCE AGAIN?BASEBALL

.

the
can quickly quell such Utopian thoughts in a matter of hours).
But New England weather aside, musings on what is still the
national pastime are inevitable at this time of year. For what
they're worth, here are a few that have bothered me.

B.U. stayed in contention through
numerous visits to the foul line,
where they appeared to play half
the game, outscoring B.C. 17-9 on

free shots. From the floor, however, it was a different story as
B.C. had 36 field goals. Jim Handly
led the scoring with 18 points, John
Recently, much ado has been made about the controls Austin had 17, and Ed Hockenbury
exercised by the great white fathers who bring us our baseball IS.
Hockenbury, who is probably the
each season. O'Malley, Weiss, Topping and other "baseball men" team's steadiest performer, proved
have decided that color, as practiced by a few of their employees, to be the difference in the first
can be done without for the duration. After all, this is a business half, scoring 13 points and played
great defensive ball game.
and they must protect their investments! So number one clown, a
Immediately following the contest,
Mr. James Piersall, has finally been convinced by his Senator em- Coach Jack Magee, who had just
ployers that he is a ballplayer, not an entertainer (and of course been carried off the floor by his
there's no connection between sports and entertainment). As a players, was more than anxious to
discuss the season.

EXECUTIVES HAVE KILLED THE SPORT

result, a month after he expressed the desire to be traded to the
Mets because "they need a good centerfielder," he suddenly appears at the Senator camp and meekly signs his contract, saying
he has decided to play baseball the way the owners expect him

to.
The other day there was a report that Gene Woodling had
been fired by the Mets, presumably for insubordination. The
whole thing started when Woodling and the Yankees had a powwow over the possibilty of his coaching for the World Champs
this season. George Weiss, Mets prexy, told his old Yankee bosses
where they could take their coaching contract and informed
Woodling that he was not getting his release as he expected,
but was to play for the Mets again this year like it or not.

-

He emphasized that at the beginthe year he didn't feel he
had the makings of an undefeated
team because "they lacked any real
height, but what they lacked in size
they certainly made up for in work
and desire."
Magee, who will be an assistant to
Bob Cousy next year, commented
further that, "Manny Papoula should
be given much of the credit for this
team's success.
He had to cover many centers who
were two or three inches taller,
and yet he still got his share of the
rebounds and points."
Papoula, at 6-4 was the "big man"
on this team. Teamed with him on
ning of

the starting five were John Austin,
6-1, Tom Kelley, 6-1, Ed Hockenbury, 6-1, and Bobby Ward, 6-2.
These four all played in the backcourt at some time or other in
what amounted to a four guard
offense.
This quintet was an exciting club
to watch; they played a fast breaking, high scoring brand of offense,
and more important, a tight, pressing defense which was best when
the chips were down.
They, along with the returning
veterans from this year's varsity,
will give incoming coach Bob Cousy
a classy outfit which should revive
or instill, as the case may be, basketball interest in this area.

Soccer
Returns
To Campus
When the first bright days of
Spring arrive at the Heights this
year, it may well be that they
somegreeted
by
will
be
thing new. If all goes as planned,
there will be an intermural soccer league in operation by the middle of next month, that is, if the

Unfortunately for Mr. Woodling, he had stirred the wrath snow melts.
of one of the bossiest of all baseball moguls and was to be
As you may perhaps remember,
eventually nailed to the flagpole in St. Peterburg
Exit Gene there was an abortive attempt to
create such an oganization last year.
Woodling.
Through the efforts of Mike ConI don't contend that the men who watch over our great nolly, who can be found any day In
American tradition should take a laissez-faire attitude toward Gasson 105, this glorius sport has
their sport (business). However, the iron hand with which they been revived on campus.
have lately ministered to their underlings has ruined the image Although competition this year
of the sport at a time when football is pushing them close for may be limited to the intermural
the attentions of the average fan. They might do well to be more level, there have been no fewer than
seventy people who have expressed
prudent

..

ODDS 'N ENDS

.

.

their interest in this venture. No

One of these days you'll see that long talked about change
whereby the colleges become the minor leagues for professional
baseball as they now are for football and hockey.
it might
be just the thing to get some interest in the college game, though
there are many things to be worked out regarding who pays for
whom.

-

previous experience is necessary and Look Mai No Hands
Sophomore E. J. Breen finds it much easier to
anyone who would like to take part handle the puck with his feet, while old-fashioned Dick Peterson tries
will be more than welcome.
in vain to use his stick.

Next year's football schedule lines up with four home and
five away outings at this writing: Syracuse, Air Force, B.U., Detroit and Holy Cross will see the team clad in white; they'll be
in maroon for Villanova, Vanderbilt, Virginia
and Buffalo.
The
A.A. is still trying to line up a tenth game, to be played at home
a thought Penn State

...

..

...

-

Speaking of the A.A., they've been receiving aU kinds of invites to play "name" clubs in basketball next
season (eg St
Johns and N.Y.U., to name just two)

_ .
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George Fitzsimmons
Ca
p
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n
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"Humann

Jim Nelson
George

Prank Richiehi
Mike Malkemos
Bob Madigan
John Martropolo
Bob Boberg

Basketbl Statistics

....

FGA FG FG% FTA FT FT% PTS AYE
393 193 .491 189 133 7.04 519 20.0
225 IQ 3 -458 26
16 .704 519 8.5
174 74
425 27
17 -630 165 6.6
91 41 .451 45 29 .640 111 6 2
31
13 .419
16 12 .750 38 5.4
9S
37
390 73 38 .511 112 43
86 32 .379 32
13 .406 77 43
7S 26 .347
17 13 .765 65 41
126 45 .357
20 14
700 104 40
82 31 .378
15
10 .667 72 4 0
11 1.000
2
2 1.000
4 20
34
16 .471
12
6 .500 38 2.0
24
6
-250
12
10 .833 22
15 Pete Flaherty flashed in on Army goalies Jack Shepard so fast that he almost escaped our keen-eyed photog16
7 .438
2
2 1.000 16 1.0 rapher.
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FeAwO
Just bservations
On A Losing Hoop Season

BostCnolegCSSlkiers eason

ENAtTnghelawndChampionships

BY Andy Dominick and

by

Bernie McGovern

BERNIE McGOVERN

Last Saturday's victory over Boston University marked the close
of not too victorious a season for the Boston College courtmen.
The Eagles' 10-16 slate certainly does not measure up to the 14-9
and 15-7 marks set by its two predecessors. Yet any criticism at this point
would certainly be both unconstructive and in poor taste.

The Boston College ski team concludes its season this week-end at the New England
Intercollegiate Skiing Conference Championships at Mt. Okemo, Ludlow, Vermont.
For the first time this year the Eagle skiers will be at full strength with the return of
juniors James Powers and Jim "Dubber" Dooley to the squad.
Jeff Hanley, a Pawtuckett, R.I. sophomore, Waterville, Maine's Maurice Gingue and Andy
The fact is the Eagles fared preety much in accordance with preDominick round out the B.C. entry which will b e out to unseat M.1.T., last year's winner of this
important meet.
season forecasts. With Gerry Ward and Charlie Carr the only returning

-

Last weekend was a busy one
for the Eagle skiers. Saturday the
teams sponsored the second annual
Boston College Slalom at Mt. Whittier in West Ossipee, New Hampshire. New England College copped
the coveted first place trophy which
was donated by the Boston College
Athletic Association.
Amherst, Northeastern, Boston
University and the University of
closest
Mass.
followed
N.E.C.
in the field of ten teams. Defending
Champion Tufts College could only
manage a sixth place finish this
time, while the B.C. team hard-hit
by the absence of key men failed to

Heads up down there Jeff lettermen, Frank Power had to rely heavily on inexperienced sophomores
Hanley, ace Eagle Skier, sails and juniors who spent most of the season trying to gain confidence in themdown the slopes of Mount selves and in their shots.
Whittler in the B.C. slalom.
The largest privation in the B.C. offense was the lack of battletested floor general, a backcourtman who could both shoot, taking some
of the pressure off Ward, and ball handle and set up plays with a better
than average degree of proficiency. An eligible Jerry Powers would have
filled this gap with something to spare.

Finally, this campaign was Frank Powers first and last varsity venture at B.C. Typical of any first-year man, interim Coach Powers made
mistakes. Frequently his player substitution didnlt seem the wisest nor
his choice of strategy the soundest. Whereas most men.iearning from their
miscues, have several opportunities to establish their true worth, such
is not the case with Coach Powers, who wont be around in the same
capacity next winter, even if the Eagles had gone unbeaton this season.

place.
Fortune smiled more favorably on
'the locals the next day in the Mt.
Pleasant Slalom of Bridgeton, Maine
as the Eagles finished fifth out of
a pack of ten entries.
Andy Dominick, a Manchester, New
Hampshire junior, led the B.C. contestants with a thirteenth place
finish. Jeff Hanley came ? in nineteenth, while Maurice Gingue and
Steve Miller of Beverly, Mass,
crossed the finish line twentieth and
respectively.
Gingue and Miller, though only
freshmen, have displayed much fine
potential in recent meets and shape
up as future stalwarts. However,
Hanley and Dominick have had to
carry the team due to the loss of

A More Optimistic Reflection
Boston College paid Madison Square Garden's Holiday Festival a
stay longer than most courtside
observers had anticipated. A seventeen point underdog, The Maroon and
Gold had powerful West Virginia on the ropes before succumbing in
overtime, 65-64. But the loss was amply compensated for when the Eagles
trounced that Crusaders from Mount St. James in the consolation round,
before dropping a hair-riasiing two point decision to Ivy League leader
Pennsylvania. The quintet's surprisingly good performance coming the
week after the hockey squad skated away with tournament laurels in the
same arena, enhanced B.C.'s sports prestige in New York City and for
two veteran skiers who were forced Intercollegiate Ski Conference, have that matter, nationally in addition to earning the Eagles an invitation
out of action due to expenses which held their own in regional skiing next December to Philadelphia's Christmas classic, the Quaker City Tourare for the most part carried pricircles. The return of Powers and ney.
vately.
Dooley this weekend should make
The first annual Beanpot championship was copped through two
The Eagles, the only Catholic Col- for B.C.'s best performnce of the
overtime victories against Tufts and Northeastern. At this' point Hie
lege skiers in the New England year.
future of this tourney appears nebulous as long as Boston College remains an entry; If Northeastern, sporting perhaps Its best team ever, cannot beat the Eagles during their rebuilding year, what chance will the
Huskies and the other local clubs have in the future? If our succeeding
and there
freshman squads are of same caliber as the present edition
Is no reason now why they shouldn't be The Eagles' presence In the
tourney will make it a farce.

visit at Christmastime and extended its

Strong

Frosh Squad

,Ahe avored Makes Hockey
DeankNvotrF
While the NCAA Selections ComOutlook Bright
mittee is under no obligation to seToReprsenTourney
AtNWtCeAst

By JERRY FARRELL
Western College hockey is currently in the same undecided state

as that in the East. Pour teams are lect even the winner of the WCHA
doing battle

this weekend in the
WCHA Post-Season Playoff Tournament, and the favorites to come east
for the NCAA Tourney are Denver
and North Dakota.
The Pioneers (187-1) will host Minnessotta (16-6-4) Thursday and Friday evenings. Denver coach Murray
Armstrong and the Gophers' John
Mariucci have been feuding for several years, and this meeting can be
described as the latest of the grudge
series.
Michigan Tech will visit the Fighting Sioux (17-6-2), where Dakota's
three good lines and better than avrage defense are expected to triumph over the outstanding goal
tending of Tech's Gary Baumann.
The Semi-finals are decided in a
two-game, total-goal manner. Saturday evening will pit the two winners
in combat at the home ice of the
finalists with the highest regular
season WCHA percentage. This Is
sort of complicated procedure.

Playoff, the feeling in the West is
that both of the finalists will get
the two available Western berths.
Word has it that Denver and North
Dakota are so confident that they
have already made hotel reservations in Boston for next weekend.
As usual, the Eastern teams will
find the competition from the West
a bit stiffer than what they are
used to. R.P.I, was the last team to
win the National Tournament, and
that was back in 1954. But in the
past two years Eastern teams have
at least made it to the finals, something they failed to do for a six year
stretch from '54, and may be ready
to break through this year.
This will be the 16th Annual National Tourney, and it will be
played at Boston College March
14-16, as part of the Centennial program. In the minds of many it will
be a good chance to see professionl
Canadians in action against local

amateurs.

WrestlingStatistics
Kaup
Cates
Bergon

Amann
Blowers
Eastman

Daley

Hammill

Flanagan
O'Connor
Cashman
Dubryznski
Moynihan
Lamfear
Murphy

Moore
B.C.
Opp.

PIN
DECIS.
2
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
0
12
11
10
1
0
1
0
10
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
16
13
12
6

'

TIE
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
2

LOSS
PTS.
1
19
0
18
0
16
2
16
0
12
1
11
2
8
2
5
15
5
1
15
3
0
4
0
10
10
10
123
82
?

?

-

-

For at least one man the year was a personal success - that of
course being Gerry Ward. In the previous two campaigns the "Beaver"

had overshadowed been by the point making of Hooley and Donovan
and the ball handling of Chevalier; his job had been primarily rebounding
The Boston College freshman and defensing the opposition's high scorers. This season emerged Ward,
hockey team recently finished a very the complete basketball player. The young Eagles leaned heavily on
Gerry to lead them; that he did. He shot from the outside effectively and
successful season with a 15-2-1 record. It should follow that the future drove superbly; he rebounded steadily and ball-handled under the press
defensive jobs on the likes of Werkmen.
of hockey here at the Heights looks excellently not to note his stellar
Though voted the best basketball player in New EngThorn
and
Melvin.
bright.
land, anything less than All East selection for the greatest all-round
In support of this argument, we eager in B.C. history, will arouse cries of "He was robbed" from this
talked to Bernie Burke, the frosh corner of the Heights office.
coach, and he had this to say. "This
Now that the sneakers, shorts and basketballs have been neatly
year's team was as good as I've ever
away, I guess it's time for that proverbial declaration "Wait till
stashed
had, and the next three years should next year!"
prove to be successful ones for Coach

Kelley".
Phil Dyer, John Cunnlff, Jim Mullen, Al Klerstead, and Tom Lufkln
appear as the five top candidates to
fill the shoes of the seniors who
will be lost to Kelley through
graduation.
As well as these five Bob Malloy,
Ed McElaney, John Moylan Dick
Leeteh, Bill Leonard, and Marty Forrest are in top contention for a varsity nod from Snooks Kelley.
But this is all in the future. As for
this season, the high scoring contest
was won by Phil Dyer who registered
18 goals and 17 assists for 35 points.
In second and third positions came
Jim Mullen and John Cunniff with
19 goals and 15 assists and 17 goals
and 13 assists respectively.
It goes nearly without saying that
this has been one of the best frosh
hockey units in many years. Not
since the year that Bill Hogan, Jack
Leeteh, and Paul Aiken first arrived
at the Heights has Bernie Burke
had as much raw talent to work
with as he has had this year.
Just how well these people will
blend into a varsity hockey machine
will remain for time alone to tell.
But on the strength of their performances this past season, you can

?Ted Lawsos
be certain that you will be seeing
some of these boys in the Maroon Elaine Boucher, Captain of the Boston College Woman's Rifle Team,
and Gold next year.
accepts from Lt. Col. John C. Wood the Championship trophy of the
?John Leonard Greater Boston Woman's Intercollegiate Rifle League Tournament.
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The Boston College hockey team took the first step on a road
which will hopefully lead to the NCAA Championship Tournament to be held at McHugh Forum on March 14, 15 and 16. Tuesday night they beat a tough Army team in the first round of the

ECAC Tournament.
The last game of the regular season turned out to be just a
tune-up for the Eagles as they routed an undermanned Norwich
team, 8-3. However, they had to scramble before they beat the
men from West Point, 3-1. Winger Jack Leeteh was the big gun
for B.C. with two goals.
As in the past several games the
Eagles started out sluggishly. Their
passing and play-making were off
and they seemed to be especially
bothered by the deep forechecking
of the Army team. They had trouble
getting the puck out of their own

zone and keeping it around the
enemy net. The men from the Acad-

emy-on-the-Hudson also used their
bigger size to advantage.
Jack Leeteh scored the first goal
of the night at 11:45 of the first
period. He won a face-off to the left
of goalie Jack Shepard and his shot
bounced in off Shepard's skate.
Less than two minutes later, Bart
Barry tied it up for the soldiers with
a clear shot from the left of the
cage. This score came as a direct
result of the close forechecking employed by Army during the whole

game.
Eddie Downes scored the winning
goal for the Eagles at the ten minute
mark of the second period. A shot
by E. J. Breen had been stopped by
Shepard but Downes put in the
rebound with the goalie prone on
the ice.
Leeteh scored his second goal
with two minutes left in the game.
The assists on the goal went to
Billy Hogan and E. J. Breen.

Other First Round

According to the system used by
the ECAC, the top seeded team plays
the eighth ranked, the second plays
the seventh, and so on. Ordinarily,
games between these teams would
be anything but close. However, the
lower ranked teams seem to be especially prone to tournament fever
and usually put up a battle before
they are eliminated. Tuesday's pair-

were no exception.
Harvard was the only

ings

one of the
top four teams that did not have to
struggle for its win. They out-played
a Colgate team, which many consider to be mediocre, 5-3.
Brown travelled all the way to
Potsdam, New York to play Clark-

TheHeights

SLANT
SPORT

Terry
Ryan

son. They threw

a scare Into the
Green Machine before bowing by
the respectable score of 3-1.
At the same time in Canton, N.Y.
the Providence Friars fought St. Lawrence to a 1-1 tic at the end of regulation time. However, after one
minute of the overtime period, the
Larries' Ron Mason scored while
Providence was short-handed.
The semi-finals of the tournament
will take place at the Boston Arena
tonight. B.C. will be paired with
St. Lawrence, and Harvard will play
Clarkson in the first game. The
finals will be tomorrow night with
the two losing teams playing a conAn effective "knee cheek" is applied to B.C. Captain Paul Aiken by Army
solation game. The two winners will third
period of last Tuesday's ECAC Tournament opener.
play each other for the ECAC championship and both will represent the
East in the National Championships.

ICE CUBES
Snooks Kelley was pleased with
the return of Dave Duffy to his
regular defensive post. He had been
sidelined with a muscle pull and had
out the Norwich game. His abilities
will be very much needed tonight.
The Eagles cannot afford to have a
faltering defense against the powerful and high-flying St. Lawrence

team.
Since they were playing their last
regularly scheduled game at Mc-

Hugh Forum, the six seniors on the

squad were introduced at the start
of the third period. The departing
stalwarts are Capt. Paul Aiken, Eddie
Sullivan, Jack Leeteh, Billy Hogan,
Ken Giles, and Jack Callahan.
Army's two strong-arm defense-

men, Dick Peterson and Ron Butterfield, both weighing in at 210 pounds,
managed to scare only the spectators. Eddie Sullivan was the least
bothered of all. Though he found
himself on the ice time after time,
he never hesitated to tangle with
them for the puck.
It is amazing how referee Bill
Stuart can follow the action and call
the penalties while never skating
beyond either blue line.

defenseman Dick Peterson in the

PrepFTseroacImk C4A'S

ByBobGilvey

APLer a successful weekend spent this year, turned a best-yet perby the B. C. Mile Relay squad at the formance of 52.5 sec. Larry Flynn
Knights of Columbus Track meet greased the boards with a scintillatin New York City, the team has ing 50.5 and captain Jim Owens folagain decided to travel to the big lowed with a 51.0 before anchor
city to participate in the annual man Bob Gilvey carved a 48.7 into
IC4A track extravaganza. Eight the banked circuit.
runners, along with manager Bob
Gilvey's quarter leg was the
Parks and Coach Bill Gilligan, will fastest ever run by a B.C. relay
enter events ranging from the 60 runner but it was more than the
yd. dash to the thirty-five lb. weight competition that pushed him on:
throw, with Parks supplying the there were eleven loyal Boston Coltimes and Coach Gilligan the ulcers. lege rooters (mostly Gilveys) that
In the Knights of Columbus meet, crowded into the smokey confines of
held in Madison Square Garden, the the arena along with sixteen
Boston College mile team finished a thousand other avid track fans.
As for the IC4A meet, which
very close second to a strong Fordham foursome and beat the N.Y.U. translated takes up much too much
squad to the tape by a good six yards. space, five all time B. C. record holdSoph Lv Tessier, running only his ers will be among the eight comsecond quarter mile in competition petitors that will operate out of the

track man's haven, the noble Hotel
Paramount. At this time Larry RawRETRACTION
son can jump into either the one or
Y. YOSSARIAN, A&S '65, DID NOT two mile, whichever Coach Gilligan
MAKE THE THIRD DEAN'S LIST. thinks best.
Captain Owens will probTHOSE WHO ARE ACQUAINTED
bly try to improve on his record
WITH HIM KNOW WHY.

There is perhaps nothing dearer to the heart of the
desperate sports writer faced with twenty inches of blank
whiteness to fill with supposedly intelligible comment than
an interview with a loquacious athlete or coach. For years
Casey Stengel has provided in his own
garbled dialect enough copy to satisfy
the needs of even the most unintelligent scribe of the New York City press.
Now that the poetic and prophetic Cassius Clay has generously taken to demonstrating his talents in public the boxing writers of this nation have found
the meeting of deadlines a rather simple task.
Here at the Heights we also have
such a gentleman. Of how many of
my predecessors in the office of the
Sports Editor he has been the salvation,
I have no idea. Though he speaks
neither Stengelese nor in verse, he is always great copy. I have
never met him that he has not had something to say that was
well worth saying. During the winter months his temporary address is McHugh Forum and his name is Mr. John "Snooks"
Kelley.
Wednesday afternoon found Coach Kelley in his usual garrulous mood. A pleasant greeting, a warm
a single
question, and I had enough material for a half a page at least.
Concerning the team in general he was, as indeed he always is, honest and completely frank. "At the beginning of the
season I may have had my doubts about this club. We had a lot

1000 yd. run and should find more
than enough competition to push
him. Larry Flynn will shorten his
steps a little from last weekend and
enter the 60 yd. dash and, just to
be different, Bob Gilvey will lengthen his stride and run the 600 yd.
event.
In the thirty-five lb. weight throw,
Dizzy Desnoyers and his massive 250
lbs. will groan and growl to add a
few more inches to his record. And
last (excuse the cliche) but not least,
Lv Tessier, Hank Keller, .and Tom
Meagher, will enter the 60, the broad
jump, and the two mile respectively.
P.ofcssor Jchn L. Mahoney, Chair-

man of the Department of English,

will serve as Visiting Professor of
English at Harvard University Summer Session. He will teach courses
"Major
Eighteenth
Century
in
Writers" and "Literary Criticism".
Dr. Mahoney referred to the appointment as an honor to himself
and to the University.

of sophomores in key positions. But I did think that we could
beat anyone on our schedule on any given night. So far as tournaments were concerned, we just had to get our feet in the door.
That still goes. Whenever it's essential these boys come through."
That brought us to the point of that
recent and unpleasant excursion into
New York State. "Well, you have to remember that we had already been chosen for the ECAC, and that took the
edge off it for us. Besides that, being
named number one didn't help any.
They were fired up and waiting for us.
I think that had it really meant something to us, it would have been a little
different."
And what about St. Lawrence? "Remember, we have beaten them twice
this year to the once that they have
beaten us. They are really hot right
now. The last time they were beaten was down here at the
Forum over a month ago. They won't be easy to stop now, but
if we want to bad enough, we can do it."
Providence almost beat St. Lawrence. Would you rather
have been playing them? "Actually- I don't think that it would
make much difference. They have been so close tSe last two
games that we would have every bit as much trouble with them.
Actually we're happy to be playing St. Lawrence again. We were
named number one in the East. There are some people who
didn't think we deserved it. We want to prove we did."

